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Embassy of the Kingdom of the Netherlands

Embassy news

Pop-up Embassy in Pécs on 5 November

The embassy has organised a unique event in the Csontváry Museum in Pécs for Dutch citizens

living in the surroundings to present the embassy services and provide a networking possibility. The

event was succesful with more than 100 guests and 30 new passport applications. We thank all

participants and co-organisers for their contribution.

EU Diversity Charter Signing Ceremony at the residence

Ambassador Gajus Scheltema hosted the European Diversity Charter Signing Ceremony on October

20, organised by the Hungarian Business Leaders Forum and MTD Consulting Group with the aim to

mainstream diversity in Hungarian companies and create a diverse organizational culture. In the
presence of representatives of the Ministry of National Economy and the European Commission, more

than 40 company representatives have signed the Charter.

This initiative was born in 2004 in order to capture and promote the European Union’s anti-

discrimination and diversity policies among employers. Its main objective is to raise business

leaders’ awareness and to increase their commitment to mainstreaming diversity in their

organizations by providing support and inspiration for developing and rethinking human resource

management.

EU relations

EU Commissioner about the reasons of labour shortage

There are two main reasons for the labour shortage in Europe, and the situation in Hungary is worse

than the European average in both of them, said Marianne Thyssen, Commissioner for Employment,

Social Affairs, Skills and Labour Mobility in a video interview with Portfolio’s Budapest Economic

Forum conference, held on 6 October. Whereas 90% jobs require at least some level of digital

knowledge, 40% of Europeans and 50% of Hungarians lack basic digital skills, she pointed out.
Tensions stemming from mismatch are also higher in Hungary than the European average.

EUR 179mn funding for gas pipeline

EU officials and energy ministers signed a EUR 179mn funding contract for the Bulgaria–Romania–

Hungary–Austria (BRUA) gas pipeline project at the end of the Central and South Eastern Europe Gas

Connectivity (CESEC) working group in Budapest. The BRUA interconnector is one of the key energy

infrastructure projects promoted by the EU with a grant allocated from its Connecting Europe

Facility (CEF) fund.

Business environment / Legislation

Online cash registers now portable
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The retail permit authority MKEH has approved two more online cash register models for use, one of

which is portable enough that it can be used by taxi drivers, the Economy Ministry announced.

The new models can be reconfigured, allowing them to be rented or sold to new users, the ministry

highlighted.

Some 20,000 service providers – such as fitness clubs, personal trainers, dance clubs, currency

exchange booths, dry cleaners, masseurs, plastic surgeons and mechanics, as well as taxi drivers, are

required to start using online cash registers connected to the Tax Office by January 1, 2017. The two

new cash register models are Cashube Mini and Cashube Light distributed by LA Pénztárgép.

Spar invests HUF 1.6bn (EUR 5.2mn) in store modernisation

Retail chain Spar is spending HUF 1.6bn (EUR 5.2mn) on revamping seven stores in Csorna,

Bonyhád, Kaposvár, Szolnok and three in Budapest. Head of communications Márk Maczelka told

Trade magazin that due to the modernisation of the cooling and lighting systems, these stores will

use less energy. In 25 years, Spar invested more than EUR 1bn in the Hungarian market.

Hungary ranking high for its 2015 FDI

Hungary was ranked first in Europe in the annual study by fDi Intelligence ( a division of the

Financial Times Ltd) examining inbound greenfield investment in 2015 relative to the size of the

country's economy. Hungary offers investors particular expertise in automotive components and

industrial equipment sectors. More than half of the country's total projects received in 2015 were

manufacturing-based. Recent trends show that foreign investors no longer see Hungary as a
destination for low-wage low-skilled assembly activities only. The ratio of more complex and value-

added investments has been on the rise, and this trend is clearly visible in FDI flows. An increasing

number of automotive projects are focused now on more complex and more complicated

manufacturing activities. The two major development areas are self-driving cars and e-mobility. Two

large German companies have already brought their R&D activities related to self-driving cars to

Hungary.

National Competiveness Council to be set up

Economy Minister Mihály Varga set a deadline of October 31 to establish the National

Competitiveness Council, a decree published in the latest issue of the official gazette Magyar Közlöny

shows. The council will give its opinion on initiatives relevant for the competitiveness of the

Hungarian economy and will give policy recommendations to the government on how to improve
competitiveness. Varga said at the end of September that he would propose to the government the

establishment of the council which will include academics along with members of the business world

and the public sector. When this newsletter went to press, no news had arrived on the establishment

of the Council.

Payroll taxes to be reduced

A reduction in payroll taxes linked to pay rises could take place over 2-3 years, according to the

government’s plans, Economy Minister Mihály Varga said. A basic reduction in payroll tax (PIT)

would be followed by further cuts that track pay increases after a period of two years, he said. The

final plans will be discussed with the representatives of the employers and trade unions and the new

scheme will be introduced in January 2017. In a separate event, minister Antal Rogan said that a real

wage increase of 40% could be implemented in the coming 5 years. However an earlier promise to
achieve single digit PIT seems to be off the agenda.

Dutch presence in Hungary

Heineken`s 10 year sustainability programme reaches half time

On 20 September Heineken Hungary has organised a sustainability roundtable discussion in

Budapest. The company`s ‘’Brew a better world’’ sustainibility programme ending in 2020 was

presented by its managing director José Matthijsse. Heineken is focusing on cutting the water use

and carbon dioxide emission of its Sopron and Martfű breweries which also make sure to source as 

many ingredients as they can from local sources and support local communities.
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R & D & I / Creative Industries

Hungarian R&D system gets recommendations

The European Commission presented key policy recommendations that will help enhance the

performance of Hungary in research and innovation. These recommendations were requested by

Hungary under the Policy Support Facility (PSF), a new instrument under Horizon 2020, the EU's

research and innovation programme.

The main recommendations note that Hungary needs a research and innovation vision shared across

government departments, understood by society and resulting from continuous dialogue with

stakeholders. Stakeholders are called to play a role in overseeing the operations of the National

Research, Development and Innovation Office through a formal platform that brings increased

transparency and responsibility. Furthermore, Hungary’s steady increase in its public R&D
investment intensity should be combined with improved processes for evaluation and funding of

research and innovation (R&I) projects and higher concentration of public R&I funding according to

performance. Last but not least, the country needs a business environment that stimulates

innovation, promotes risk-taking and fosters innovation demand to create a true national innovation

eco-system. Stronger and more impactful cooperation between the public R&I system and innovative

businesses is key for achieving better economic impact. The report details the rationale for each

policy message and the thirty-three operational recommendations. It is now the country's

responsibility to ensure the follow-up to the Peer Review and the implementation of the resulting

recommendations. Full report can be read at: http://nkfih.gov.hu/the-office/press-releases/eu-

experts-urge-enhanced

Transport / Logistics

New industrial park development

Hungary’s state-owned industrial park development company is expanding industrial parks in

Hatvan and Páty, both near Budapest, with HUF 27.5bn (EUR 90mn) in state funding, business daily

Világgazdaság reported. Zsombor Török, chief executive of the National Industrial Park Development
and Operating Company, said 37 hectares would be added to the park in Hatvan and 47 hectares to

the one in Páty. Companies that already have a presence in the parks will build in the areas, creating

more than 500 jobs.

Feasibility study for airport rail link ready

A feasibility study for a rail link between Budapest and Ferenc Liszt international airport has been

completed, business daily Világgazdaság reported, citing the National Development Ministry. A

22km electrified track between the city’s district of Kőbánya-Kispest and the town of Monor in Pest 

County is planned to be ready in time for the 2024 Olympic Games in the event Hungary wins the

race to host the event. The government has yet to decide on the project’s financing and scheduling,

the paper said. In a separate event, PMO Minister János Lázár announced that the government has

approved a HUF 1.2trn (EUR 3,9bn) development program for the countryʼs railway infrastructure.
Some 80% of the costs are reportedly set to be covered by the EU.

Energy / Sustainable Energy

World’s first grid-scale power-to-power gas plant to be built in Hungary

The Hungarian utility MVM (Magyar Villamos Művek) and Munich-based clean-tech startup 

Electrochaea GmbH are building the world's first grid-scale power-to-gas plant together in Hungary.

The unit will have a power consumption of up to 10 megawatts. For this purpose, Electrochaea and

the MVM Group-related research and development incubator Smart Future Lab Plc, founded the

company Power-to-Gas Hungary Ltd (PtG Hungary Ltd). The facility employs a power-to-gas

technology based on biological methanation that is unique in the world and was developed by

Electrochaea. A proprietary biocatalyst converts low-cost and stranded electricity from renewable

energy sources and carbon dioxide into pipeline-grade renewable gas. The core of the system is a

http://nkfih.gov.hu/the-office/press-releases/eu-experts-urge-enhanced
http://nkfih.gov.hu/the-office/press-releases/eu-experts-urge-enhanced
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selectively evolved micro-organism - a methanogenic archaea. The produced biomethane can be

stored and directly injected into the existing natural gas grid. While across the globe governments

show a willingness to embrace renewable sources of power and their implementation has been

growing, the sector still lags behind in the Central Eastern European region due to the lack of an

appropriate legal framework, according to a white paper released jointly by KPMGʼs Energy &

Utilities Advisory practice in Budapest, and the local office of leading independent international law

firm Kinstellar.

Hungary ratifies Paris Agreement among the first
Hungary was among the first European Union member states to complete internal ratification of the

Paris climate agreement. Along with six other states—Austria, France, Malta, Germany, Portugal and

Slovakia—Hungary ratified the agreement on October 5, after the European Parliament and the

European Council did so the previous day. Two conditions applied to enforcing the agreement: at

least 55 countries had to ratify it and these countries had to be responsible for at least 55% of global

emissions. The two largest emitters, the United States and China, also ratified the document

recently. With the latest signings in October, altogether 72 countries are now party to the pact and

their emissions account for 56.725% of the global output. The Paris climate accord will clearly play a

decisive role in the post-2020 fight against climate change, the National Development Ministry said.

Environment / Water Management

Geodézia to model extraordinary rainfall

Land surveying company Geodézia will develop a geographic information system to model

extraordinary precipitation in a HUF 919mn (EUR 3mn) project supported by a EU grant of HUF

509mn (EUR 1.6mn), won jointly with water management company Délvíz, Geodézia told Hungarian
news agency MTI.

Economic and Monetary Policy

Policy rate kept unchanged
In line with the market consensus, rate setters on the Monetary Council of the National Bank of

Hungary (MNB) decided to leave the central bank’s base rate on hold at 0.9% at their monthly policy

meeting. The National Bank of Hungary had also injected another HUF 200bn liquidity into the

Hungarian banking system through its second "fine-tuning swap tender" where it offered one-month

forint swaps against euros, Hungarian news agency MTI reported.

Budget deficit under control

Hungary posted a budget deficit of HUF 61.4bn (EUR 199mn), or an equivalent of 0.7% of gross

domestic product (GDP), in the second quarter, the Central Statistical Office (KSH) said. The second-

quarter deficit was up 0.1 percentage point of GDP, compared with the same period a year earlier.

Government revenue fell by 3.6% and expenditure by 3.3% on the same period a year earlier. The

government decided to cut Hungary’s deficit target, calculated according to EU accounting rules, to
1.7% of GDP from 2% in light of better than projected performance so far this year, the economy

ministry announced in its budget report. As to Hungary’s public debt, calculated according to

Maastricht rules, it stood at 75.6% of GDP at the end of June, down from 77.2% of GDP at the end of

March, the National Bank of Hungary said.

Household consumption keeps up the economy

In its quarterly forecast, research institute Kopint-Tárki left its projections for Hungary’s GDP

growth this year and next unchanged at 2.2% and 2.7%, respectively. Note that the Hungarian

government forecasts GDP growth of 2.5% this year and 3.1% next year. The consumption continues

to expand visibly, and the household final consumption expenditure could climb by more than 5% for

the full year. Kopint-Tárki projects industrial output growth of 3.0% this year and 5.0% next year.

Investments are set to decline by 10% this year as the European Union funding cycle goes into low
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gear. The farm sector could expand in the double digits, but the construction industry is likely to fall

around 15%, albeit at a slower pace than earlier.

Trade surplus increases by 18%

According to export of goods data, the Hungarian foreign trade sector has been dynamically

expanding since the middle of 2013. Monthly data show that year-on-year growth ranged between 5-

10 percent. In the initial eight months of the year, the Hungarian foreign trade sector posted a

surplus of EUR 6.6bn, EUR 1bn more than the same period of the previous year. This constitutes a

year-on-year increase of more than 18.7%. The products of the motor vehicle and machinery
manufacturing sectors account for the largest share of exported goods. However, ING experts warn

that too strong reliance on specific sector could decrease the resilience of the economy.

Events

Business lunch ‘Scaling up business solutions for Climate Change in Hungary’

Date: 17 November 2016

Venue: Váci Greens C, 1138 Budapest, Váci út 117-119.

The Business Council for Sustainable Development in Hungary (BCSDH) and the Embassy of the Kingdom of

the Netherlands organize a Business Lunch on the occasion of Professor Jan Peter Balkenende, the

former Prime Minister of the Netherlands’ visit to Hungary and the launch of our yearly Action 2020

Hungary findings.

More information and registration: http://bcsdh.hu/event/action-2020-hungary-business-lunch/

Circular economy conference ‘Sustainable Flow Management in Agriculture-The Dutch

Experience’

Date: 12 December, 2016

Venue: Impact Hub Budapest, 1053 Budapest, Ferenciek tere 2.

The Embassy of the Kingdom of The Netherlands is organising a one day conference about circular

economy in the agricultural sector in co-operation with partner organisations Netherlands-Hungarian

Chamber of Commerce and the Foundation for the Circular Economy in Hungary to present innovative

Dutch ways for developing a circular approach in the agro-chain for the Hungarian public. The

conference is free of charge and translation is provided.

More information and registration: http://dutcham.hu/events/registration/23

http://bcsdh.hu/event/action-2020-hungary-business-lunch/
http://dutcham.hu/events/registration/23

